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Search Studies. Used Cars. Buick Roadmaster. Cars Owners Keep the Longest. Most Popular
Cars in See more studies X Message:. Category: Used Cars. Dealer Rating:. Exterior Color: Light
Driftwood Metallic. Location: Sellersburg, IN Get email alerts for price drops and new listings
matching this search. Would you like to view the latest search results? Zip Code Required X.
What is the average price for Buick Roadmaster? How many are for sale and priced below
market? Price of Buick Roadmaster by Trim. Other Buick Roadmaster Years. Buick Roadmaster
Trims. Others also viewed these Models Keep me posted on new listings X. Email me new car
listings and price drops matching this search:. Email Please specify correct email. By clicking
"Subscribe" you agree to our Terms and Privacy Policy. Track price drops for this car X. Email
me when the price of this listing drops:. Please specify correct email. Email me for all future
saved listings. The search has been saved X. The search has been saved. Would you like to get
email alerts for new listings and price drops for the search? Subscribe No. Used Buick
Roadmaster Base. Used Buick Roadmaster Estate. Used Buick Roadmaster Limited. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. View Photos. Year Select Year Exceptional mechanical,
exterior and interior condition with no visible wear; no reconditioning required. Minimal wear
and tear with no major mechanical or cosmetic problems; may require limited reconditioning.
Normal wear and tear. Has the vehicle ever been in an accident? Does the vehicle have any
flood damage? Are there any mechanical issues or warning lights displayed on the dashboard?
Are there any panels in need of paint or body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any
interior parts broken or inoperable? Do any tires need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4.
How many keys do you have? Does the vehicle have any aftermarket modifications? Are there
any other issues with the vehicle? Get the Edmunds Appraisal, so you know what it's worth Get
an instant, no obligation offer from CarMax to see how it compares No contact info needed, no
annoying calls. Enter VIN. Generate My Offer. Don't have your VIN? License Plate. State Select
State. Don't have your license plate? Estimated values for the Buick Skylark. See more. Did you
know? The term "Blue Book Value" might refer to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used
as a generic expression for a given vehicle's market value. You can find the market value of
your Buick Skylark on Edmunds. You'll need to know some basic facts about your vehicle, such
as the mileage, condition, option packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll
want to deduct a couple thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn
more. A number of factors will affect how much a Buick Skylark is worth. For starters, you'll
need information such as the year, mileage, condition level, options and trim level. If you need a
more accurate number, head to Edmunds, input your vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate
appraisal. The value of a Buick Skylark, or any vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage,
condition, trim level and installed options. Head to Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal,
where you can see its estimated dealer retail value along with the values for other condition
levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for everyone, so it is difficult to make a broad
assessment of the Buick Skylark. We recommend you read Edmunds expert reviews and
consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself. When in doubt, ask to test-drive
the Buick Skylark and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal here. To understand if the Buick
Skylark is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert and consumer reviews and
ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal calculator. Sponsored cars
related to the Skylark. Sign Up. Named after land yachts of yore, the Roadmaster bowed in ,
based on the all-new Chevy Caprice chassis. Huge inside and out, and available in sedan and
station wagon body styles, the Roadmaster has been a hit with traditional Buick buyers. So
equipped, this big Buick spun the rear tires at half throttle and pulled down 60 mph quick
enough to peel back the drivers' eyelids. Getting the thing around a corner or stopping it from
freeway velocities was another matter altogether. General Motors has decided to kill the
Roadmaster, and its siblings the Caprice and Cadillac Fleetwood, so that the company can
produce more profitable trucks in the Arlington, Texas assembly plant. Therefore, changes to
the model are few. All Roadmasters will be labeled as Collector's Editions for Long-life engine
coolant lasts five years or , miles. Oh, there is one other change; the Smokey Amethyst vinyl top
has been axed. Exposed screw heads litter the passenger compartment, plastic surfaces have
the texture of Tupperware, and it's a reach to adjust anything on the wood-paneled slab of vinyl
and plastic in front of the driver, also known as a dashboard. Sliding in and out of a Roadmaster
isn't easy, especially with the oddly-placed power lumbar and seat control box affixed to the left
side of the mushy seat. These controls are housed in a hard plastic box, and getting out over
this box is an uncomfortable chore. Those who find the Roadmaster irresistible, take note; will
be the final year for the Roadmaster, so get one while you can. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from

our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Buick Roadmaster. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Buick lease specials Check out
Buick Roadmaster lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Last year for horsepower land yacht. All
models are designated Collector's Editions. Read more. Write a review See all 26 reviews. They
don't make em like like they used to. GM should not have stopped making the B and D body
cars.. Roomy, stylish,quiet, comfortable a few words to describe the car. This is the second
Roadmaster I have owned and I love it as much as the first one. Car rides like it's on air and has
velvety smooth surge of power from the bulletproof LT1 V8 engine. Mine also comes with the
G80 limited slip differential. The engine is both powerful and efficient I can get up to 30 mpg
highway. This car is such a pleasure to drive much better than anything gm makes today. GM
replaced the Roadmaster with wannabes like the park ave and lucerne. Car does not smoke
during cold start nor does it consume oil or need to be jump started if left for a month not being
driven and the engine can go , plus miles before needing a rebuild. Vehicle is not perfect
however it could have used disc brakes in rear instead of drums and windows sometimes fall of
tracks, limited slip differential should be standard. Theres alot to love about this car, parts are
cheap when it needs work and it is very safe in an accident. Overall a great and highly
underrated vehicle. Read less. This is the kind of car GM builds better than anyone else. I
bought this to replace my older GM boats Electra and Riviera. I remember not liking these when
they were new but now they seem to have a presence when compared to the other cars on the
road. The LT-1 is fantastic as is the transmission. Very good power and roadability. I have to
agree with other reviewers that the interior is somewhat poorly designed especially the door
panels. The plastic front and rear bumpers don't seem that strong and chrome trim on them
tends to come off it's chrome tape. I still give this car high marks for all around comfort and
reliability. Power, Great Value, I've owned 5 of Them. I echo what the other reviewers said, but
the car does have its faults: the roof windows leak, not a lot, but they all do it enough to make
the interior foggy on cold mornings. I park mine facing uphill and drill drain holes in the spare
tire well and storage bin. The side rubber moldings come off after a dozen years, but don't
throw them away. The rear vent windows come off their hinges. Cynoacrylate gel does a decent
job of putting them back. Rear windows go cockeyed after a plastic piece breaks--every car
eventually. Love this car. Fast, reliable, comfortable and economical even for a big V I load 12
foot surfcasting rods right down the middle or 4 X 8 sheet rock flat with the tailgate down. This
car is so functional, reliable and so comfortable to drive I have difficulty buying a Anything! And
it still looks great! See all 26 reviews of the Used Buick Roadmaster. Write a review. Frontal
Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars
related to the Roadmaster. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. I was contacted in a timely manner. I came into the dealer the same day They were
kind and friendly. I called the next day to request photos of the undercarriage but have yet to
get a response? Ahmed was great, a real car guy. I ended up buying the car from him as a
project car for my son and I, it was great fun test driving a small 80s BMW on those rolling
country roads. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Buick Roadmaster listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Private
Seller: Jesus. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller: Calvin. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Raleigh.
Voorhees, NJ Message Seller. Why Use CarGurus? Cadillac Fleetwood For Sale 62 listings. As
the vendor points out, the Roadmaster estate wagon was offered with the 5. In the Roadmaster,
beginning in , it was detuned to produce horsepower from in the Vette. This car has that motor.

This tank should be ready for years and at least another hundred thousand miles of
family-hauling duty. Or do you want it on the show field? The blindingly white body looks
flawless. These cars were actually fairly subdued, with a minimum of gaudy trim and chrome.
Also offered by Chevy, the ultimate on this platform was the Impala SS based on the Caprice ,
which is now quite collectible. These wagons are slower but more capable than most. The
Roadmaster Estate Wagon was available with the classic suburban fake wood, though this
example eschews that option. I suspect not. Of course, these are great floaty boats to drive. The
first four-door SS! They were rated at 18 miles per gallon combined 14 in town, 20 on the
highway. Thanks to Jonathan for this submission. Wonder what happened. Also the work
performed seems strange for a true 38, mile car. Only thing needed to wake these up would be a
stall tc and 3. Also the salvage title is a red flag. Finally, would think at least some to the AC
service cost would be applied to the R My dad swapped in a 4L60 out of a Caprice cop car and
no lie the car got 33 mpg. When my brother broke his tibia playing football his junior year of
high school we spent all summer going to museums and even road-tripped out to Cleveland in
our Roadmaster. Unfortunately, my junior year we were coming home from one of my high
school football games and a Jeep Cherokee blew a stop sign and t-boned the car, totaling it.
Earlier that day my dad had swapped in brand new cop car springs and a few hours before the
wreck asked my mom how the car rode. My dad ended up parting out the car, selling the engine
to a guy who had a LT1-equipped fourth gen Camaro Z28, and the transmission just went into
my Caprice Classic LT1 station wagon. To this day we still miss that Roadmaster. Don't post
your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or
subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No
thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jim Motavalli. More: Buick.
Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Wonson. What Wonson said. Too many questions,
too many dollars. Frank M. Third row seat was standard on these wagons. I had one without the
third seat. Steve Bush Member. MPG should be higher than 20 on the highway. Pete Phillips.
Mitchell Member. Dual Quads? Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free
daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email
to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Produced between and
and powered by a Chevrolet small-block V8 engine, they had a definite following back in the day
and still do today in So finding a 27K mile, Buick Roadmaster example, twenty-four years after
the fact, is quite a find. Thanks to Mitchell G. The big GM rear-wheel drivers were popular right
up until the end. Our subject car, which is claimed as a one-owner, 27K mile example, was
domiciled and garaged in Virginia over its lifetime. The seller, who has had possession of this
Buick since the Spring of , claims that he is now selling it as he has lost his garage space.
Garage space must be tight in Gwynedd, Pennsylvania! Owing to the admission that the seller
has driven this car for a few months would make it, by my estimation, a two-owner car.
Regardless of ownership, this Roadmaster is in beautiful condition. The Ruby Red finish still
shines as new and as the seller states, there are no signs of dings, dents or other mishaps. The
black vinyl padded landau top is in nice shape too though, subjectively speaking, it only seems
to make the wide derriere of this car look wider â€” an illusion I guess. The chrome and trim
continue the complete presentation, it all appears as new. Nevertheless, it looks like one is
driving their living room via a Barcalounger. It seems that when you flip it up, everything
becomes dislodged and then the lid flys open slinging the contents into small, unretrievable
places. It is especially notable in a car of this size. The engine room is occupied by a net HP,
Chevrolet 5. It is similar to the Corvette variation but detuned and it is the old-school, traditional
small-block motor. It sounds as if everything is good to go in the mechanical department. The
transmission is a four-speed automatic connected to a limited-slip differential. Big, and a bit
wonky, it had questionable road-handling characteristics but rode beautifully. While not really
acceptable on a Chevy, it was uncalled for on a Buick. The car was eventually offered to me on a
quick sale but I passed. This is another recent find that seems to need very little if anything. If
you want to be large and in charge, this may be the ride for you. I would happily drive this every
day. It is a Beautiful speciman. A great example of the style and presence that defined American
automobiles for many decades. Awesome and would buy now if a bit closer. This vehicle has, at
least, another , miles of life left on it. Perhaps , if treated nicely. I owned a Roadmaster Same red
color, but mine had the gray leather interior. I do not like the red cloth interior one bit. Mine went
, before the bottom end developed a loud knock at start up. Was still running when it went to the
junkyard. I would drive this every day too. Mileage makes it practically new! She was old but big
Buicks were her go to car. Anyway, it was an awkward driving car. It was down right scary. The
car was so hard to see out of in any direction but forward. The hood was huge and on its nose
was a cheap looking hood ornament. I used it to help me stay in my lane on HWY 1. The car was
huge and VERY softly sprung. Turns were always an adventure and there are plenty of them on

this route. On the rear C inside panel, the plump pillow trim just fell out. The instrument panel
looked cheap but was trying not. The rear lift over height to the trunk was tremendous. And
everything was a shade of blue. I remember big Buicks that were solid, impressive, road going
machines. This one tried to mimic them, but failed miserably and lacked the style Buicks had
used to glamour us with. GM should have kept Oldsmobile and shelved Buick. Actually, their
management is responsible for a tremendous amount of really bad decisions and still are. GM is
now a basically a truck company since they lost their car business to Europe and Asia. But, so
has ford and Chrysler. Given time, Europe and Asia will take the truck market too. Their
management seems to make better decisions. I still remember my desire for Continental, deVille
and Imperial. But those days are over. As far as GM decision making goes, I fully agree. They
took a going concern, Opel and turned it into a disaster by replacing highly competent
management with a guy from Mexico whose first act was to cancel all contracts with all
suppliers, resulting in inferior, cheap products being used. While this mexican genius was
destroying Opel, GM drained its bank account to keep incompetent american manufacturers
going. We have had our TownCar since and it was an estate sale car and so far we have no
reason to get rid of it and it is a crime as to what Ford did to Lincoln. There was an old guy that
ran one of these as an unsanctioned taxi to the local gays in the know. Had a 93 Roadmaster
back in the day. To this day, still one of my favorite cars. Gas mileage was decent, power was
fair and what a cruiser! Would love to have one of these again. Had a 92 Roadmaster Limited.
White with maroon leather and all the options. Fantastic car. One comfortable couch on wheels.
The second one was too close to a Chevrolet to suit me and it soon morphed into a Lincoln
Town Car. Good catch Dan G. I had to enlarge the picture of the odometer and it does not look
right. I owned a Roadmaster and all the numbers lined up perfect all the way from 99, to , when
the car went to the junkyard in Just a flipper selling a nice car. Remove the padded top, throw
on some SS wheels and suspension, and 3. They ARE big vehicles. Tony and Jerry, why the
comments re: flipping? I think the black top takes away from this car. The red color is beautiful
and when I saw the red fabric interior it made up for the top. Too many flippers, it seems, care
only about the profit and often rip off both the original owner and the final buyer, putting little or
no work or money into the car, and either accidentally, or by design, misrepresenting it. Don't
post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead.
Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No
thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jim ODonnell. Like This? Get
Our Daily Email. Comments 8thNote. The end of an eraâ€¦â€¦. JEFF S. Will Fox. Tony M. Nothing
wrong with that, but I see it all the time Dave Brown. Casey Wiedmann. Bob Roller. Dan G. David
R Member. Steve Bush Member. Dual Quads? Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:.
Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to
our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Set
an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools.
Set an Alert? This is a really authentic, great condition Roadmaster "woody" Estate, wagon. It is
the top of the Please visit our website to view a full HD photoset of this vehicle Refine Search?
Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth
interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample
finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided
by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width
Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter,
miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced
in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the
seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k
actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth
soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided
in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment
includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension
with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the
model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani
Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business
Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the
continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier
business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Make

Buick. Model Roadmaster. Gran Touring package. The last woodie model ever made! Fully
loaded with factory AC, moon roof, concert stereo sound system, automatic headlights, tilt
steering wheel, 3rd row seat, cruise control, trailer hitch, power everything and heated leather
seats with lumbar support. Everything in perfect working order. Garage kept and runs like a
champ! Fabulous single owner car, low mileage, well-maintained, pet and smoke-free. Car was a
daily driver and garaged year-round. Clean in and out, title clear. Has never needed any major
work including engine and transmission. Minimal rust, exterior in great condition. Experience
incredible power from the Corvette 5. One of the rear-wheel drive classics. Makes a wonderful
family car or great for hauling lots of items. A great car at a fair price. Located in
Minneapolis-Saint Paul. Nice cruiser. Very good condition inside and out. Self leveling
suspension gives smooth ride. Nice woodie. Original owner Buick Roadmaster Estate Wagon,
collectors edition. Many recent receipts including transmission rebuild less than miles ago.
Freshly detailed and read to go. Current PA inspection. Excellent running condition, only 86,
miles, has very rare "drivers seat memory" plus heated seats, also has the 3rd row rear facing
back seat. Second-owner car for 12 years. Very smooth driving car with plenty of power. This is
the last of the full-size rear wheel station wagon that GM made. Collector's Edition like every
other '96 Buick Roadmaster. Lifelong Florida car. Car has a salvage title due to getting hit on the
right front fender and bumper - since body parts are not available new, these total easily, but I
hoard parts for these cars and good parts which I installed. Boasting GM's Corvette inspired
multiport injected 5. Tow package 2. Trailer preparation "tow package" means the factory rated
the car to pull lbs but has no hitch despite trailer prep name, these did not come from the
factory with hitches so all hitches are aftermarket. Delivers consistent 16 in town and 24
highway at 70 mph. Runs and drives great - drive anywhere. Click "ask seller a question" or call
Fred at Please allow time for a response as I work at a regular job in Charleston. Car available
for showing in Mt. Pleasant after pm weekdays or any time weekends by appointment. Engine
runs at proper temperature. Starts easy and runs strong. Good maintenance per Carfax.
Engages gears quickly and shifts through all forward gears and reverse with good downshift
and torque converter performance. Clean fluid with no burn odors. Very straight down the sides
with NO rust. Not so much as a door ding - very nice body. Paint: Paint is very nice for age and
all original except right front fender and front bumper cover. Has two small scratches. Above
average for age. Wood: Upper wood trim has been removed, painted, and reinstalled. The side
panel fake wood is in great shape still shiny, not faded with a couple minor nicks. Other: Lower
stainless bright trim is very nice with no notable dings. Front bumper stainless trim has a small
ding on the driver's side. Rubber side trim is all there. Windshield and all other glass are good
with no chips or cracks. Original Sungate windshield. Undercarriage is extremely solid with no
rust - see the pics. Underhood sheet metal and tailgate sill and door jambs areas where these
cars tend to rust are flawless as seen in pics. Aluminum wheels are in good shape with no
pitting but a little staining. Dash has no cracks and is still shiny. Leather seating areas are in
great shape, leather is still soft, some wear on driver's seat as seen in pics. Carpet in seating
area is very nice, cargo deck carpet in good shape. Headliner is nice - not sagging - no tears.
Steering wheel is in nice shape. No smoke or pet odors. Has all four factory floormats in super
nice shape. Exceptionally nice interior overall. Steering is tight, alignment is dead on,
suspension is tight. Brakes work well with good linings all around. New lower ball joints,
recently aligned with good specs report from Firestone. Solid, quiet exhaust with no leaks.
Check engine light is not lit except at start up as it should. No complaints - drive anywhere.
Short version terms: Small non-refundable deposit as listed but fast by Paypal within 24 hours.
Balance due in 5 days by cash in person, wire transfer, or Wells Fargo cashier's check. Will
meet you or your transporter at my location by appointment after 6 pm weekdays or anytime
weekends. No administrative fee on this auction. Any other costs - tax, emissions inspection,
registration, shipping, etc. Temporary tags available at local license bureau on weekdays.
Inspections are strongly encouraged, but by appointment only - please email or call. By bidding,
you agree you are satisfied with the item description. Note that pickup times are by appointment
only also - just call! Prepaid vehicles scheduled for transport can be picked up any time with at
least 24 business hours' notice - have your driver call me. I'm happy to drive the car to a nearby
large parking lot for easier truck loading. See my about me page for full terms. Our secure
online application form is easy to complete, all you need are a few personal and employment
details. Get started now. This family owned business thrives on being small and efficient. Our
goal is not to sell as many cars as possible but to make sure the ones we do sell will exceed
your expectations. Quite frankly, we feel that as the number of cars sold greatly increases, the
quality control will always suffer. We hand pick every one of our cars whether we are buying a
pristine vehicle from a private collector, a well-serviced new car store trade or even a fully
inspected vehicle from a manufacturer's auction. Mahmood Khalid, our owner has spent years

in the auto industry. He assisted in opening some of the largest online used luxury car dealers
in the country. Our attention to detail coupled with our low overhead allows us to offer
exceptional vehicles at very competitive prices. Our mission is to satisfy our customers and
keep you as a customer for life. Payment must be in US dollars only. Please call us with any
questions. Contact us for details. Balance of Payment Due The buyer agrees to pay remaining
balance due plus ALL applicable fees and taxes within 7 days of the close of the auction. All
financial transactions must be completed before delivery of the vehicle and the vehicle needs to
be paid for in full. If the car is not paid for or other arrangements are not made , we reserve the
right to resell the vehicle seven days after the close of the eBay auction or receipt of deposit.
We will provide you with proper sales tax documentation showing proof of the taxes we collect
for you. Vehicle Titles In nearly every case, most vehicle titles are on hand and ready for
delivery. Some vehicle need to be retitled to the dealer in Illinois, and some titles may be held by
banks or lenders as collateral for loans in process of pay off. While these instances are rare,
Midwest Auto Collection guarantees that all vehicle titles are free and clear with no liens or
liabilities on them. While we normally have all titles in our possession at the time of delivery,
there are rare occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. If payment is made via wire
transfer or cashier's check, we will hold the title until ALL funds have cleared typically business
days. Please call if you have any questions regarding our titling policy. The buyer is responsible
for all shipping charges. Midwest Auto Collection only contracts with fully bonded and insured
transportation services that will deliver the vehicle to your door. We are not affiliated with any
transportation company and we assume NO responsibility for damages that may incur after
your vehicle leaves our premises. If the vehicle is going to be shipped, full payment must be
received before the vehicle is delivered to the shipping company. You will pay for the shipping
costs directly to the transportation company unless other arrangements are made. The
transport usually takes about days to set up. Once the carrier is set up, vehicle delivery usually
takes between 2 and 10 days after the pick-up of the vehicle and varies by location, weather,
holidays, etc. Please keep in mind that we are NOT affiliated with any shipping or transport
companies. Once shipping has been coordinated, you will be provided with the shipping
company information immediately so you can stay in contact with them to coordinate drop-off
times. Buyer Inspections Every effort has been made to accurately and fairly describe this
vehicle to you. Midwest Auto Collection has tried to disclose all information known about this
vehicle for you to make an informed decision. Please be advised that used vehicles may have
typical scratches, dings or minor wear and tear inherent with their year and mechanical parts
are subject to fail. Midwest Auto Collection welcomes and recommends a buyer's inspection
specifically if you live in a state that requires a state inspection. Buyer is responsible for any
inspection charges and fees. Contact us at with any questions. Warranty Information and
Extended Service Contracts Some of our vehicles carry the balance of their new car factory
warranty. Unless otherwise stated in the vehicle description, all vehicles are being sold "as-is".
No representations or standard warranties are made by seller, nor are any representations or
warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. We offer extended warranties most but not all
cars will qualify ; please contact us for details. A Note To Our Potential Buyers We reserve the
right to cancel all bids and end an auction early should the vehicle no longer be available for
sale. It is agreed by all parties in relation to any transaction involving this vehicle that the
proper venue for any legal proceedings will be conducted in the state of Illinois. Miles posted in
this listing may vary slightly due to local test driving, in-transit repairs, or road testing. These
are pre-owned vehicles and they are sold as 'As-Is' condition. However, some vehicles may still
be in factory warranty or an extended warranty may be purchased. Ask for details. As a
courtesy, we can help you arrange shipping worldwide if needed. Feedback will be left by the
Bidder and Seller regarding the recently purchased item before leaving Midwest Auto Collection
and after the paperwork is signed. This policy is firm and will not waver for any reason. Our Low
Prices and Excellent Items attract multiple buyers and tend to sell extremely quickly. Placing
your bid on this auction constitutes your agreement and acceptance of these terms and
conditions. Midwest Auto Collection shall in no way be held liable for any errors or omissions to
be found in this advertisement. We do our due diligence to inform you with the best available
information to accurately describe our vehicles. Please be aware that some Standard Factory
equipment may Not be correct as this is automated by information obtained by the VIN
applicable to every vehicle. Midwest Auto Collection should be contacted by phone, e-mail or in
person for final pricing, availability of this vehicle and Features described in this advertisement.
All vehicles are subject to price, mileage and condition change without notice. Midwest Auto
Collection makes no representations, expressed or implied, to any actual or prospective
purchaser or owner of this vehicle as to the existence, ownership, accuracy, description or
condition of the listed vehicle's equipment, accessories, price, specials or any warranties. Any

and all differences must be addressed prior to the sale of this vehicle. Midwest Auto Collection
in no way will be held liable for any errors or omissions within this listing. Vehicle Condition We
pride ourselves in finding the best vehicles to resell. While we do all in our power to recondition
cars to nearly-new condition, please expect a certain amount of wear, use, and flaws, as is
standard on ANY pre-owned vehicle that has been driven. All pre-owned vehicles may have
dings, nicks, chips, scratches and any other marks that are associated with use consistent with
age and mileage of the vehicle. Any known obvious defects that are not normal wear and tear
will be noted in the listing. Everyone has their own interpretation of what is considered "clean"
or above average so we commend buyers ask specific questions about the vehicles or have
them inspected. Bid Retractions Bid retractions are not allowed nor will be recognized within 12
hours of auctions end. Seller will not be obligated to sell in the event of a late retraction.
Negative or Zero Feedback Bidders We do not allow bidding from negative feedback bidders.
New bidders with zero feedback rating should email us or call us prior to bidding. Non-Paying
Bidder If your deposit is not received within 24 hours of the close of auction, or if the balance is
not paid in full within 7 days following the close of auction, we reserve the right to re-list the
vehicle or sell the vehicle to the next highest bidder or another qualified buyer. Venue for any
legal action such as claims, motions, litigation, settlements, or any legal action associated with
this sale from either the buyer or seller is to take place in the State of Illinois. You are entering
into a Legal Purchase that should not be taken lightly. No excuses of any kind will be accepted
by Midwest Auto Collection for non-Payment. Collectors Edition like every other 96 Roadmaster.
Lifelong Florida car - no outer body rust or bondo; beautiful undercarriage. Loaded up with
power everything. Boasting GMs Corvette inspired multiport injected 5. Base 2. Clean history send me your email address and Ill send you the history report which also shows several
maintenance services. Exceptionally nice condition. New water pump and fuel pump. Absolutely
no body work ever. The only complaint is a tiny ding low on the passenger front door. Way
above average. Paint: Paint is exceptionally nice and all original. The only complaint is some
bug staining low on front bumper and on drivers side mirror, and very minor fade on plastic
panels glued to rear doors. Way above average also. Wood: Upper wood trim was removed,
painted tan and reinstalled so it wont peel like most do at this age. The side panel fake wood is
in excellent shape - all shiny and even the seams around the rear license plate area have zero
lifting. Other: Lower stainless bright trim is very nice with two small notable dings on right rear
quarterpanel and right front door. Windshield and all other glass are good with no chips, cracks
or scratches. Undercarriage is absolutely beautiful - never undercoated and still spotless as
seen in pics. Tailgate sill and door jambs have zero rust as seen in pics. Aluminum wheels are
in great shape with no fading or clearcoat peeling. The ONLY complaints are a small cut in the
vinyl on the back of the drivers seat, and some discoloration on the hump on the rear seat
carpet. Dash has no cracks. Leather seating areas are in great shape, leather is still soft. Carpet
in seating area is very nice, sports all 4 original floormats in good shape, and cargo deck carpet
in good shape with a couple minor stains. Small scuff on tailgate trim. Headliner is nice - not
sagging anywhere. Steering wheel is in nice shape and dye is mostly intact. Very nice interior
overall. Solid, quiet original stainless steel exhaust with no leaks. All readiness monitors
working properly if your state uses emissions test plugged into the engine computer. Balance
due in 5 days by cash in person, wire transfer, or Wells Fargo cashiers check. Prepaid vehicles
scheduled for transport can be picked up any time with at least 24 business hours notice - have
your driver call me. Im happy to drive the car to a nearby large parking lot for easier truck
loading. Tow package with 2. Trailer preparation "tow package" means the factory rated the car
to pull lbs but these did not come from the factory with hitches so all hitches are aftermarket.
This car has a light duty hitch. Clean history - send me your email address and Ill send you the
history report. Originally a northern car but only very minor rust as seen in pics. Very small dent
near left taillight is the only notable damage. Car is exceptionally straight otherwise. View
images full size to see details. Above average. Paint: Paint is way above average for 20 year old
car. Only two chips touched up on hood and a small scratch low on the front bumper, and those
are seriously about the only defects. Wood: Upper wood trim has is in surprisingly good shape
with most of original laminate intact except around front wheels and tailgate showing some
typical peel. The side panel fake wood is in great shape still shiny, not faded. Theres one
scratch in the wood on the drivers door as seen in pictures. Other: Lower stainless bright trim is
mostly in good shape. Front bumper stainless is near perfect. There are dings on left rear
quarterpanel and left rear corner pieces. Undercarriage is remarkably solid for origin - see the
pics. Hubcaps are in good shape - shiny and no curb rash. There are some stains in the cargo
area carpet, and a tiny tear on the drivers seat as seen in pics. Dash has no cracks, cloth
seating areas are in great shape and seats are very clean. Carpet in seating area is in good
shape. Headliner is nice - not sagging. Steering is tight, alignment is good, suspension is tight.

Also with the buy now, Ill replace both dinged stainless pieces on the left rear. The number of
owners is estimated. Below are a few of the other vehicles currently available from Midwest
Auto Collection About Midwest Auto Collection Thank you for taking the time to visit Midwest
Auto Collection, your premiere source for hand picked luxury and sports cars. Ad created by
eCarList. Call to find out how eCarList can service your dealership. Originally a northern car so
has some rust underneath as seen in pics and left lower quarterpanel has had rust repaired.
Lower left quarter has had rust repair but looks good. Some other minor rust spots around
wheel openings. Small dent on tailgate as seen in pics. Paint: Paint is very nice for age. Some
minor chips and scratches, and one paint blister on roof as seen in pics. Wood: Upper wood
trim has some peeling. Other: Lower stainless bright trim is very nice with two small notable
dings on left rear quarterpanel and right front bumper. Undercarriage has some rust scale - see
the pics. I will include a pair of nice southern wheelhouses with car for you to install. Tailgate
sill and door jambs have some rust as seen in pics. Small crack in right taillight housing. Hood
ornament was broken off, so I installed one from a 95 in case you notice its the wrong one for
the year. Aluminum wheels are in good shape with a few spots of clearcoat peeling. Solid, quiet
original stainless stell exhaust with no leaks. LT1 5. Bakersfield, CA. Commerce City, CO.
Monroeville, PA. North Kingstown, RI. Fitzwilliam, NH. Collegedale, TN. Rock Hill, SC. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Martinville, Louisiana. Year Make Buick Model Roadmaster.
Paul, Minnesota. Buick : Roadmaster Estate Wagon Collector's Edition Wagon 4-Door buick
roadmaster estate wagon collector s edition wagon 4 door 5. Charles, Illinois. Buick :
Roadmaster Limited Estate Wagon 96 limited woody station wagon tow pkg posi 5. Prev 1 2 3
Next. Make Buick Category Beta Sedan ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Refine your search. Ultra 23 3. Automatic Sedan Front
Gasoline Mini Truck 2. Popular Similar Cars. Park Avenue. Refine search. Has higher mileage ,
but had a new motor installed at k. Clean body with an equally clean interior Air Conditioning. It
can hold up to 6 adults comfortably, key-less entry self leveling suspension cruise control wiper
delays indicator when a light bulb is out It gets amazing gas mileage for how big it is, averaging
27 MPG.. Google Ads. Engine: Runs, could use a tune up.. Great car has a rebuilt title for a
minor accident. Needs some work for being an old car. Asking only Fuel economy calculations
based on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration.. Exterior and interior are in
excellent condition with the exception of a crack in right front fender, see photo.. We have been
in the pre-owned vehicle business at this very same location in linden,n. Most vehicles are sold
with a warranty. Ac and heat work great. Just changed the battery and it runs like a charm.
Looking to get rid of it soon, so send me an offer. Air Conditioning. Buick park avenue higher
miles but runs good n straight, lost title. Flat tire on. Flat tire on back but could air up. It has
leather and heated seats. At krueger auto and truck villa, we strive to provide the latest and
most desirable chrysler, dodge and jeep vehicles at competitive prices. Body and interior in
great condition considering its age, car starts and runs perfectly, and is one of the most
comfortable vehicles i have ever ridden in. This car is so loaded with features we can't list them
2016 wrx
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all but it has, dual climate control, great sound system power locks, windows, seats, mirrors,
auto tinting mirrors, steering wheel controls. Sales and service Indianapolis, Indy, Bloomington.
Rear anti-roll bar. Front anti-roll bar. Pilot the whole group in luxurious comfort in this sturdy
and worry-free buick park avenue. Yadda yadda yadda yaddaits white, yadda yadda,
leatheryaddaold Its a , yadda yaddaruns greata!! Yadda, heat n air, yaddacheap! Yadda yadda
yadda yadda yaddak yadayada yada yadachicks wont love it but yer grandma will yadayada
yada yadagreat on gas 30 yadayadayadampgyadaya highwaysomeone get my prescription filled
please! And bring me some crunchy cheetos. Safe, comfortable car with good power and an
incredibly smooth ride. I prefer texts, between 8 am and 10 pm please.. Interior and exterior are
in excellent condition. Power windows, locks, and seat. Safe and reliable, this buick park
avenue 4dr sdn makes room for the whole team. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

